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With the development of smart city, user data are all transformed in encrypted form to 

protect user privacy. Secure comparison in encrypted form is the fundamental operation of 

many secure encrypted data analysis tasks, such as secure k-NN query and classification, 

Bayesian classification. Thus, it is important to achieve an efficient secure encrypted data 

comparison scheme. Recently, some methods have been put forward to support secure 

comparison over encrypted data. Nevertheless, the existing solutions are still inefficient in 

practical. In this paper, we propose a novel encrypted data comparison protocol based on a 

hybrid approach of Paillier cryptosystem and garbled circuits. Our scheme reveals nothing 

about encrypted data and comparison result, and is provably secure under semi-honest 

model. Additionally, our proposed protocol can achieve higher efficiency, compared with 

the state-of-the-art scheme. Finally, we indicate the security and efficiency of our scheme 

by theoretical analysis and experiment evaluations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Smart city [26] aims to provide more efficient, sustainable, competitive, productive, 

open and transparent place to live. Recently, smart city has gained much attention both 

in academia and business. Smart city uses information and communication technologies 

to enhance all aspects of the city, from local economy, transport and traffic management 

to quality of citizen life and e-governance [26,27]. Cloud computing plays an important 

role in smart city. Most of services offered in smart city are based on cloud computing. 

Users can interact with these services through heterogeneous networks [30,31], which 

will disclose many user data to cloud servers or attackers. User data contain sensitive 

private information and thus should not be revealed to cloud server. Otherwise, citizens 

might refrain from using smart city services. For example, user may provide his phone 

number, personal preferences to server in recommender system [18]. If the server ob-

tains the private information, it can infer more sensitive information about user based on 

some priori knowledges. Encrypting data can effectively protect the privacy of sensitive 

data. However, encryption makes it difficult to implement statistical data analysis over 

the user data, which is the essential task in many data mining applications. How to 

complete the data analysis task without hampering data privacy is considered as a big 

challenge [6]. 

Since smart city collates significant amounts of data about their citizens, it is nec-
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essary to develop some efficient protocols to handle these datasets. Especially if the da-

taset is in encrypted form, this work becomes more difficult. Many works have been 

done to solve this problem. Some works focus on secure query over outsourced database. 

For example, Elmehdwi et al. [4] construct secure k-NN query scheme over encrypted 

dataset based on Paillier homomorphic encryption. Zhu et al. propose secure k−NN 

query [22] with a novel combination of random matrix transformation and additively 

homomorphic encryption. Xu et al. [28] propose secure k-NN query scheme over out-

sourced database based on oblivious RAM. Besides, Liu et al. [23,24,25] propose some 

protocols for the efficient implementation of public key encryption. Ren et al. [29] con-

struct an efficient mutual verifiable provable data possession scheme to protect out-

sourced data integrity. In this paper, we focus on one of fundamental operations in ana-

lyzing encrypted data, secure comparison. For example, secure k−NN query [4,22], se-

cure multi-keyword ranked search [19,20,21] all need to invoke secure comparison to 

complete each computing tasks. Secure comparison takes two encrypted integers as in-

put and outputs encrypted comparison result without allowing users to learn anything 

about the plaintext hidden in the encrypted input and the comparison result. 

So far, researchers have proposed various methods to solve the problem of secure 

comparison over encrypted data. Existing secure comparison works are based on ho-

momorphic cryptosystem and garbled circuits. Recently, in [17], Samanthula et al. use 

secure bit-decomposition [16] to convert encrypted integer into encryptions of bits, and 

then propose a novel secure bitwise comparison protocol based on Paillier cryptosystem 

to compare these encryptions of bits. Though their protocol can securely compare en-

crypted data, it involves a large amount of time-consuming computations in secure 

bit-decomposition and bitwise comparison, which makes the protocol computationally 

inefficient. For example, it needs 3l encryptions, l+1 decryptions to convert encrypted 

integer into encryptions of bits and 14l encryptions, 7l decryptions to securely compare 

these encryptions of bits, when comparing two encrypted l-bit values. Thus, in this pa-

per, we focus on the problem of secure comparison without bit-decomposition. In [5], 

Erkin et al. propose a secure comparison protocol without bit decomposition (denoted as 

SCh). Their work can just complete comparison between two encrypted values using 

bitwise comparison protocol. Note that bitwise comparison protocol still takes many 

time-consuming operations on encrypted data, we prefer to overcome this weakness on 

efficiency by using Yao’s garbled circuits. Yao’s garbled circuits provide an efficient 

solution for comparing two private data without leaking each private data. Many works 

have been proposed to compare encrypted data using comparison garbled circuits, such 

as [17], denoted as SCg. Through the analysis in our paper, however, we find that SCg is 

still time consuming. As secure comparison needs to be performed frequently when an-

alyzing encrypted data, more efficient protocols for secure comparison over encrypted 

data are required. 

To overcome the weakness of existing schemes, we propose a novel secure com-

parison protocol SCED based on a hybrid approach of homomorphic encryption and 

garbled circuits in this paper. Our main contributions in this paper are as follows. 

1. We present SCED, a secure comparison protocol over encrypted data. Our 

SCED needs less encryptions, decryptions and smaller garbled circuits compared 

to existing works based on homomorphic encryption or garbled circuits. 

2. We theoretically prove our protocol is secure under semi-honest model. Besides, 
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we analyze the complexity of our protocol, which indicates that our scheme is 

efficient than existing works as shown in section 6. 

3. We conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of our protocol and com-

pare it with existing works. The experiment results are consistent with our theo-

retical analysis. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. In 

Section 3, we introduce Paillier cryptosystem and Yao’s garbled circuits, which will be 

used in our protocol. Section 4 introduces our system model and framework. Section 5 

proposes our new efficient comparison protocol SCED. Section 6 provides security and 

complexity analysis of our SCED. Section 7 utilizes experiments to evaluate our execu-

tion cost and compare it with existing works. At last, Section 8 concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Many protocols have been proposed to implement secure comparison over en-

crypted data. As mentioned in Section 1, these existing protocols are based on homo-

morphic cryptosystem or garbled circuits. 

2.1 Secure Comparison based on homomorphic cryptosystem 

Damgard et al. [3] propose a protocol for secure comparison of integers based on 

homomorphic encryption. In their work, they first propose a homomorphic encryption 

scheme (called DGK encryption). Then they propose a bitwise comparison protocol 

based on DGK encryption. Garay et al. [7] propose two new solutions to the secure in-

teger comparison problem by using threshold homomorphic cryptosystem. In [17], Sa-

manthula et al. propose a novel bitwise comparison protocol based on Paillier encryption. 

However, the inputs of these comparison protocols are all encryptions of individual bits 

rather than simple encrypted integers. Secure bit-decomposition protocol [2] can convert 

an encrypted integer into encryptions of individual bits, making it possible to compare 

two encrypted integers through secure bitwise comparison protocol. However, secure 

bit-decomposition protocol involves expensive computations, which makes the whole 

secure comparison of encrypted integers computationally inefficient. 

Nishide et al. [14] construct an efficient comparison protocol without depending on 

the bit-composition protocol. Although their comparison protocol is based on secret 

sharing, it can also be used to achieve comparison of encrypted data. Their comparison 

protocol is efficient than the comparison protocol relying on bit-decomposition. Erkin et 

al. propose a comparison protocol without bit-composition in [5] using DGK encryption 

and bitwise comparison protocol proposed in [3]. However, secure bitwise comparison 

protocol still takes too much expensive computation. 

2.2 Secure Comparison based on garbled circuits 

Yao’s garbled circuits are very efficient in processing integer comparison. In [1]. 

Chun et al. present a secure comparison protocol by using add and comparison circuits. 

They first share encrypted data between two parties, and then use garbled circuits to 

obtain the comparison result with a random value. Finally, the protocol outputs en-
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crypted comparison result using the homomorphic property of Paillier encryption. Liu et 

al. [13] propose a secure minimum protocol selecting minimum from multiple encrypted 

values. Their approach is based on homomorphic encryption and Yao’s garbled circuits, 

yielding one to two orders of magnitude improvement in running time compared to ex-

isting works based on homomorphic encryption. In this paper, we find their protocol 

involves lager garbled circuits, such that their protocol is still time consuming. 

3. PRELIMINARIES 

3.1 Paillier Cryptosystem 

Paillier cryptosystem[15] is an additively homomorphic public key encryption al-

gorithm. The main steps involved in Paillier cryptosystem include: 

Key Generation: Select two large prime numbers p, q and a generator g of 2

*

N
Z . 

The public key is pk = (N, g), where N p q   and the secret key is sk = (p, q). Here, 

( ) ( 1) /L x x N  . 

Encryption: Let m be a number in plaintext space ZN. Select a random r from Z*
N, 

the ciphertext of m is 

,mod)( 2NrgmE Nm

pk     (1) 

Decryption: Given a cipheretext ( )
pk

E m , using the secret key sk, compute 

( 1, 1)lcm p q     and the plaintext hidden in ( )
pk

E m  is 

),(mod
)mod(

)mod)((
2

2

N
NgL

NmEL
m

pk





     (2) 

As a probabilistic homomorphic encryption, Paillier cryptosystem has following 

properties: 

Homomorphic addition: Given two ciphertexts
1

( )
pk

E m ,
2

( )
pk

E m and N
k Z , it has 

),()()( 2121 mmEmEmE pkpkpk      (3) 

),()( 11 kmEmE pk

k

pk      (4) 

Semantic security: Given a set of ciphertexts, an adversary cannot deduce any in-

formation about the plaintexts. 

3.2 Yao’s Garbled Circuits 

Garbled circuits [9] allow two semi-honest parties to compute an arbitrary function 

without leaking any information about any input. There are two parities in garbled cir-

cuits, called constructor and evaluator respectively. Constructor prepares a garbled ver-

sion of a circuit, while evaluator obliviously computes the output of the circuit without 

learning any intermediate values. We refer readers to [11] for more details. 

Two different ADD garbled circuits will be adopted in this paper to construct our 
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secure comparison protocol. One ADD circuit called ADD1 takes two l−bit integers x 

and y as input, and outputs an l−bit integer z, such that mod 2lz x y  . Another ADD 

circuit called ADD2 takes two l−bit integers x and y as input, and outputs an (l+1)−bit 

integer z, such that z x y  . 

4. SYSTEM MODEL AND FRAMEWORK 

4.1 System Model 

In this paper, we assume there are two non-colluding users, denoted as CS1 and CS2. 

CS1 has two encrypted data ( )
pk

E x and ( )
pk

E y  (0 ≤ x, y < 2l) and x, y are not known to 

both CS1 and CS2, while CS2 has the secret key sk. CS1 wants to obtain the relationship of 

x and y in encrypted form, denoted as ( )
pk

E  , δ =1 if x ≥ y, otherwise δ = 0. Since x, y are 

available to CS1 only in encrypted form, CS1 needs to obtain ( )
pk

E  with the help of CS2. 

Note that both CS1 and CS2 should not learn any information about δ, x and y during the 

comparison process. Besides, we assume these two non-colluding users are semi-honest 

(i.e., honest-but-curious) [8], that is each participant correctly follows the protocol, but 

tries to learn more information than the output using what he obtains during the protocol 

excution. 

4.2 Framework 

SCh in [5] not only achieves secure comparison over encrypted data but also gives a 

framework to securely compare encrypted data. This framework can be concluded as 

three main steps. 

1.  CS1 computes ( ) ( 2 )l

pk pk
E z E x y   . Then CS1 chooses a random (l+k+1)-bit 

value 1 N
r Z , where k is a security parameter, and l+k+1≪ log2 N. CS1 com-

putes 
1 1

( ) ( )* ( ) ( )
pk pk pk pk

E d E z E r E z r   , and sends it to CS2. Then CS2 de-

crypts ( )
pk

E d , obtains 
1

d z r  . 

2.  CS1 obtains the encrypted value ( mod2 )l

pk
E z with the help of CS2. 

3.  CS1 gets the comparison result 

2 2( ) ( ) * ( mod2 )
l l l

pk pk pk
E E z E z

  

 

 

The core of this framework is step 2, e.g. securely computing ( mod2 )l

pk
E z , while r1 

mod 2l is held by CS1, and d mod 2l is held by CS2. In SCh, CS1 firstly needs to get an 

encryption ( )
pk

E  of a binary value indicating whether d mod 2l < r1 mod 2l using secure 

bitwise comparison, and then computes ( mod2 )l

pk
E z as follows. 

)(*)2mod(*)2mod()2mod( 2

1

1 
l

pk

l

pk

l

pk

l

pk ErEdEzE      (5) 

However, secure bitwise comparison protocol takes many encryptions and decryp-

tions, thus the cost is too expensive. For example, secure bitwise comparison proposed in 

[17] needs 14l encryptions and 7l decryptions, when comparing two l−bit encrypted 

values. In this paper, we use garbled circuits to efficiently complete step 2 and propose a 

novel solution to securely compute ( mod2 )l

pk
E z based on ADD garbled circuit. Then, we 

construct our novel secure comparison protocol based on this framework. Details are 

described in next section. 
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5. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

In this section, we propose a novel secure comparison protocol SCED based on a 

hybrid approach of homomorphic cryptosystem and garbled circuits, which effectively 

combines the idea of SCh and the property of garbled circuits. In our SCED, we use a 

more efficient approach to securely compute ( mod2 )l

pk
E z instead of secure bitwise com-

parison protocol. Our new approach is based on the following property. 

Property 1. Given two l−bit integers x and y as the input of an add circuit, we can 

remove the final carry bit and get an l−bit output s, such that ( )mod 2ls x y  . 

We combine this property with garbled circuits, efficiently computing the value 

( mod2 )l

pk
E z . Furthermore, we propose our new secure comparison protocol SCED 

shown in Protocol 1, which needs less encryptions, decryptions and smaller garbled cir-

cuits. Details about SCED are described as follows. 

CS1 firstly selects a random (l+k+1)-bit value N
r Z , where k is a security parame-

ter and l+k+1≪log2 N, and computes 

)()2(*)(*)()( 11

1 rzErEyExEaE pk

l

pkpkpkpk       (6) 

where 2 .lz x y   Then CS1 sends ( )
pk

E a to CS2. After receiving ( )
pk

E a , CS2 decrypts it 

using the secret key sk and obtains 1
a z r  . Note that CS2 cannot learn anything about 

the value z due to the random value r1 masking it. 

After this, CS1, CS2 compute (r1 mod 2l), (a mod 2l) respectively. It’s easy for CS1 

and CS2 to finish this computation since r1 and a are known to CS1, CS2 respectively. 

Then, CS1 as the circuit evaluator further constructs a garbled circuit based on the fol-

low steps. 

Add (a mod 2l) and (−r1 mod 2l) using an add circuit ADD1. Note that the result 

mod 2lz  , as part of the circuit, is not known to CS1, CS2. 

CS1 selects a random (l+k)-bit value r2 and adds r2 to γ using an add circuit ADD2. 

The circuit outputs the computation result 2
r    to CS2 (i.e., the circuit evaluator). 

After requiring β, CS2 returns ( )
pk

E b to CS1 where ( ) (( ) / 2 )l

pk pk
E b E a  . Finally, 

CS1 obtains the output ( )
pk

E  by computing 

).2/)((*)()( 21

1 l

pkpkpk rrEbEE       (7) 

The correctness of SCED can be proved as follows. As 0≤ x, y< 2l, 2lz x y   is 

a positive (l+1)−bit value. The most significant bit (denoted as zl) of z can be used to 

indicate the relationship of x and y. That is zl = 1 if x≥y, otherwise zl =0. The value zl 

can be computed as   2 mod 2l l

l
z z z  . However, the value ( mod2 )l

pk
E z cannot easily 

be computed since the value x, y are available to CS1 only in encrypted form. CS1 needs 

to compute ( mod2 )l

pk
E z with the help of CS2. 

Thus, CS1 firstly chooses a random (l+k+1)-bit value 1 N
r Z and computes 

1
( ) ( )

pk pk
E a E z r  . Then, SC1 sends ( )

pk
E a to CS2. CS2 decrypts ( )

pk
E a to obtain 1

a z r  . 

Since r1 is restricted to (l+k+1)−bit and l+k+1≪ log2N, z+r1 will not lead to an overflow 

(z+r1> N), that is 1
a z r  . Thus we have 1

mod2 ( mod2 mod2 )mod2l l l lz a r  . We use an 

add circuit ADD1 with inputs (a mod 2l) and (-r1 mod 2l) to get the value (z mod 2l). 

Then we additively blind (z mod 2l) using another add circuit ADD2 and a random val-
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ue r2 chosen by CS1. The final output of this garbled circuit is
2

mod 2lz r  , which is 

only known to the garbled circuit evaluator CS2. CS2 then computes 

( ) (( ) / 2 )l

pk pk
E b E a  and returns it to CS1. CS1 calculates the final comparison result 

as follows. 

)(

)2/))2mod(((

)2/)(2/))2mod(((

)2/)((*)()(

2121

21

1

lpk

ll

pk

lll

pk

l

pkpkpk

zE

zzE

rrrzrzE

rrEbEE







 

    (8) 

 

Protocol 1 Secure Comparison Protocol Over Encrypted Data(SCED) 

Input: CS1 has two encrypted values ( )
pk

E x , ( )
pk

E y without knowing plaintext x and y (0 

≤x, y< 2l). CS2 has the secret key sk. 

Output: CS1 obtains the encrypted comparison result ( )
pk

E  , where δ=1 if x ≥ y, and 0 

otherwise. Note that both CS1 and CS2 should learn nothing about x, y and δ during the 

comparison process. 

1: CS1 selects a random (l+k +1)-bit value r1, computes 

  
1

1 1
( ) ( )* ( )* ( 2 ) ( )l

pk pk pk pk pk
E a E x E y E r E z r    , sends ( )

pk
E a to CS2 

2: CS2 decrypts ( )
pk

E a , and gets 1
a z r   

3: CS1, CS2 compute (r1 mod 2l), (a mod 2l) respectively, then construct a garbled circuit 

based on the follow steps 

– Add (a mod 2l) and (−r1 mod 2l) using an add circuit ADD1 and outputs γ, as part 

of the circuit 

– CS1 selects a random (l + k)-bit value r2, adds r2 to γ using an add circuit ADD2. 

– The circuit outputs the computation result 2
r    to CS2 

4: CS2 gets the result of the garbled circuit. Then he computes ( ) (( ) / 2 )l

pk pk
E b E a  and 

sends it to CS1 

5: CS1 receives ( )
pk

E b and obtains the output
1

1 2
( ) ( )* (( ) / 2 )l

pk pk pk
E E b E r r    

 

6. EVALUATION 

6.1 Security Analysis 

In this section, we formally prove the security of our SCED protocol under 

semi-honest model. That is each participant is assumed to correctly follow the stated 

steps and CS1, CS2 do not collude with each other. We consider the view of CS1 and CS2 

in our SCED as follows. 

CS1: In SCED protocol, CS1 can only get the encrypted value ( )
pk

E b and final out-

put ( )
pk

E  . CS1 cannot learn any useful information from these ciphertexts, because all 

these values are encrypted using Paillier homomorphic encryption and Paillier is se-

mantically secure. 
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CS2: In SCED, CS2 has the secret key and can decrypt ( )
pk

E a to get the plaintext a. 

However, CS2 cannot get anything about x, y from value a due to the random value r1 

masking x−y+2l, giving it 2−k statistical security. Besides, CS2 can get the value 

2
mod2lz r   , which is still no useful for CS2 since r2 additively blinds the value z 

mod 2l. 

Besides, the security of garbled circuits has been formally proved in [12]. In all, 

our SCED leaks no useful information about x, y and δ, thus our SCED protocol is se-

cure. 

6.2 Computational Complexity 

Table 1 lists the computational complexity of existing approaches SCh, SCg and our 

SCED. The detailed analysis about these protocols is as follows. 

SCh invokes secure bitwise comparison protocol to compute Epk(z mod 2l). In this 

paper, we prefer to use the bitwise comparison protocol proposed in [17], which is based 

on Paillier encryption. The total computation cost in SCh is 14l+2 encryptions, 7l de-

cryptions. 

SCg needs 4 encryptions, 2 decryptions and a garbled circuit consisting of three 

ADD2 garbled circuits and one comparison garbled circuit to get the encrypted compar-

ison result. Considering the free-XOR technique [11], the computation cost of garbled 

circuits only depends on the number of non-XOR gates in the circuit. Using garbled 

circuits designed in [10], the number of non-XOR gates in the add circuit and compari-

son circuit with two l−bit as input are all l. The total computation cost in SCg is 4 en-

cryptions, 2 decryptions and 4l+4k+1 non-XOR gates. 

In SCED protocol, we use both homomorphic encryption and Yao’s garbled cir-

cuits to achieve the comparison of two encrypted data. Only 3 encryptions, 1 decryption 

and two different add garbled circuits need to be performed in our SCED protocol. Con-

sidering that ADD1 takes two l−bit numbers a mod 2l, −r1 mod 2l as input and ADD2 

takes two (l+k)−bit numbers as input, the computation cost of two different add garbled 

circuits is 2l+k non-XOR gates. Thus, the computation cost of SCED protocol is 3 en-

cryptions, 1 decryption and 2l+k non-XOR gates. 

 

Table 1. Computational Complexity Of Existing Approaches And Ours. 

Approach 
Computation Cost 

Encryption Decryption non-XOR gates 

SCh in [5] 14l+2 7l 0 

SCg in [17] 4 2 4l+4k+1 

SCED 3 1 2l+k 

 

7. EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we analyze the performance of our proposed protocol and compare 

it with existing works SCh, SCg. In this experiment, we fix the Paillier encryption key 

size K=1024, and implement Yao’s garbled circuit based on FasterGC [9] (the fastest 

known implementation for garbled circuits). Besides, we set security parameter k=20 to 
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guarantee a sufficient statistical security. We conduct our experiment on a machine with 

3.30GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. 

We compare the performance of our protocol with SCh and SCg by varying the bit 

length l and the results are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, when l varies from 10 to 50, the 

running time of SCh increases from 2.14 to 6.73 seconds, while the running time of our 

SCED protocol increases slightly from 0.69 to 0.96 seconds. It is clearly that our SCED 

is more efficient than SCh. For example, when l = 30, SCED’s time (0.83 seconds) is 

about 16% of SCh’s time (5.21 seconds), and when l = 50, SCED’s time (0.96 seconds) 

is about 2% of SCh’s time (6.73 seconds). 

 
Fig. 1. Computation time of SCh, SCg and SCED 

 

 

Besides, in Fig. 1, when l varies from 10 to 50, the running time of SCg increases 

from 0.79 to 1.07 seconds. We note that secure comparison needs to be done many times 

in some encrypted data analysis tasks. Though the running time improvement between 

SCED and SCg is small, this will lead to more efficient encrypted data analysis tasks.  

Above all, the computational cost of our SCED protocol is more efficient than SCg 

and SCh, which is consistent with our theoretical analysis in table 1. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we focused on the problem of secure comparison over encrypted data, 

which is one of fundamental operations in analyzing encrypted data. Existing secure 

comparison protocols required a large amount of time-consuming operations and were 

inefficient. We proposed a novel protocol SCED for secure comparison over encrypted 

data, which effectively combined the idea of SCh with the property of garbled circuits. 

We theoretically proved our protocol SCED is secure under semi-honest model. Addi-
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tionally, through theoretical analysis and simulation experiments, we evaluated the 

computation cost of our scheme and compared it with existing works, which shows that 

our SCED is more efficient than the state-of-the-art ones. 
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